Donny McCaslin Group

Ensemble members:  Donny McCaslin--saxophone (composer)
                    David Binney--saxophone
                    Luciana Souza--voice
                    Ben Monder--guitar
                    Antonio Sanchez--drums
                    Scott Colley--bass
                    Pernell Saturnino--percussion

Title of the commissioned work:  In Pursuit

Instrumentation:
  saxophone; saxophone; voice; guitar; drums; bass, percussion.

Composer’s Statement:
  "A series of 9 compositions that combine the language of folkloric music from Cuba, Peru, Brazil, Argentina, and Africa with my own musical language which is Jazz based but contains elements of popular and electronic music."

Length of the work:  120 Minutes
Recording:  Available. Please contact the artist directly.

Stated Technical Requirements:
  "1 Drum set, Bass amp, Guitar amp, 1 set of Congas, Microphones for Saxophones, Voice, Percussion, Bass, Guitar, and Drum set 5 Monitors; to be used if needed."

Contact Information:
  Composer:  Donny McCaslin
  Booking contact person:  Donny McCaslin or Joel Chriss at Chriss and Co.
  Phone:  (718) 596-5092
  Cell phone:  (917) 548-4805
  Email:  dmccee@hotmail.com
  Website:  www.donnymccaslin.com